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The Hong Kong Institute of Architects 

Annual General Meeting 2020 
10 December 2020 

 
President's Report 

 
Dear Members, 
 
Thank you for joining the Annual General Meeting (AGM) of The Hong Kong Institute 
of Architects (HKIA) in 2020.  Throughout this year, due to the social distancing 
measures against epidemic, for all our General Meetings, and this AGM is of no 
exemption, we have to adopt the special hybrid arrangement of conducting online with 
very limited onsite presence.  Having faced the fluctuating pandemic for so long, most 
of us would have been get used to the “new normal” practices in work, in learning, in 
entertaining, or even in socialising.  Being a profession pursuing for excellence, 
against all odds, we need to be not only adaptive, but also creative for riding over all 
sorts of challenges.  
 
Talking about creativity, Mr James Hajime KINOSHITA, Past President of HKIA, must 
be one of the exemplary pioneers in the region.  Due to his consistent, profound and 
demonstrated contribution to architecture in Hong Kong, James has also become the 
inaugural recipient of HKIA’s most prestigious honour – the HKIA Gold Medal.  Tonight, 
we are honoured to have James to share with us on “Why I Chose to Become an 
Architect” — a back-to-basic theme of significance. 
 
In 2019-2020 term, my council have worked diligently to accomplish our mission.  
HKIA has been striving to promote architectural and professional excellence by putting 
greater emphasis on the complete building cycle including design and project 
management.  
 
Time flies.  It is the last AGM I chair in this term, and a good time to take stock of what 
my Council has been accomplished.  Yet, as all along I have kept Members informed 
of our works through our communications and my President’s Report in the past 7 
quarterly general meetings, instead of running through the laundry list again, let me 
offer you the highlights of our endeavours over the past quarter.  
 
 
Support for Members amidst Challenging Time 
 
Anti-epidemic Fund Subsidy Scheme for Fresh Graduates and Assistant 
Professionals 
In Round 1 of the scheme, architectural practices were being approved of a total of 
565 subsidised places.  We have jointly organised with the Development Bureau 
(DEVB) a webinar in November in an attempt to facilitate architectural practices to 
meet the deadline of 30 November for submitting subsidy application for individual 
employees.  However, up to this point, quite a number of places were left unfilled, 
probably due to the gloomy economic situation.   
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HKIA has been liaising with DEVB on further relaxing the subsidy criteria, so as to help 
more Members lessen their hardship and assist more young professionals to obtain 
supervised training.  I am confident that our lobbying endeavours will pay dividend as 
reflected in the relaxed criteria for Round 2 application, which is scheduled to start 
soon in December.   
 
Statutory Submission Handling  
The work arrangements of various government bureaus and departments vary along 
with the fluctuating epidemic situation.  After having adopted home office mode of 
different scales for more than half year, most departments resumed normal public 
services in mid-September; but from the last week of November, quite a number 
temporarily suspended service again.  Our Members have been facing prolonged 
procrastination for handling their statutory submissions due to backlog of cases.  We 
have been following up with DEVB and the departments concerned in reflecting our 
views and concerns.  We will continue to closely monitor the situation and strive to 
serve as a bridge between Members and departments for finding timely resolution. 
 
In the longer term, HKIA representatives have been closely participating in DEVB and 
different departments’ discussion and endeavours over streamlining the vetting and 
approval process of building plans.   
 
Design Competitions and Exhibitions 
To enhance work prospects and to showcase talents of our Members, we have been 
grabbing every possible chance to promote and work on design competitions of real 
projects.  The competitions having attracted overwhelming responses and high 
acclaims from Jurors on the entries’ diversity and creativity, and with results announced 
in the past months, included: 
⚫ Design Competition for Hong Kong Observatory Tide Gauge Station at Tai Po Kau, 

with 45 valid entries;  
⚫ Entrance Gateway Design for Victoria Park Lunar New Year Fair, with 23 entries; 

and  
⚫ DesignInspire 2020, co-organised by HKIA and Trade Development Council, 

showcased the exhibits of 8 entries. 
 

The next forthcoming one will be the Architectural Design Idea Competition for SDG 
ECO Village Transitional Housing Project, co-organised by HKIA and the Professional 
Green Building Council (PGBC), which will be launched in January 2021.  Along with 
the competition, we will also stage several webinars on sustainability presented by 
local and international experts.  

 
Our taskforce members have also been exploring other design competitions, and will 
keep Members posted once with confirmed details.  
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Knowledge and Technology Enhancement  
By end of December, we would have conducted a total of more than 30 Continuing 
Professional Development (CPD) events in 2020, including just one site visit to the 
Hong Kong Jockey Club University of Chicago Academic Complex conducted in 
January before the coronavirus outbreak.  Understandably, impacted by the epidemic, 
many CPD events were cancelled or postponed to latter half of the year, with most 
having converted to online format.  It turned out that the attendances of these online 
events were much higher than the conventional onsite seminars.  To encourage and 
support Members for life-long learning, the Council has decided to waive fees for all 
CPD events conducted online or at HKIA Premises.  Learning from experience, we 
have also kept improving on the technical and logistic arrangements to facilitate 
productive learning and sharing.  
 
To keep Members abreast of technological developments in the industry, HKIA has 
also run a number of trainings and webinars on BIM and IT applications.  Over these 
years, we have targeted to arrange more events focused in practical uses or career 
development.  Typical examples are the Authorized Person series lectures and 
sharing sessions, as well as the systematic BIM training programmes.  I expect that 
this direction would be continued in the near future.  
 
 
Support for the Community 

 
HKIA also takes it as our social responsibility in making use of our expertise to help the 
public fight against COVID-19 and sustain healthy built environment.  Our COVID-19 
Volunteer Group, consists of more than 60 members of different generations, has 
outreached to schools and under-privileged families to offer services and support since 
March this year.  Later this month (December), our volunteer-architects will also 
partner with primary and junior secondary students from less privileged families to co-
create Magic Sketch Book to encourage them to design furniture or an object in their 
community that they wish to transform. 
 
We also hope to take reference of COVID-19 to collaborate with other institutes or 
other professions to work on healthy building education, guidelines, or advocacy for 
public policy improvement. Over the year, we have organised 8 “Healthy Building 
Healthy City” webinars for our Members and the public.  Right after this series, we are 
already working on “Healthy City Initiatives” with partner-organisations in construction, 
education, and medical fields.  The inaugural initiative of an online forum was 
launched last Friday (4 December), being kicked off by Secretary for the Environment 
WONG Kam-sing as one of the key speakers.  More webinars and activities in this 
vein would be forthcoming in 2021.  We would invite Members to join force with the 
Institute to turn Hong Kong into a healthier community in the long run. 
 
 
Engaging in Policy-making 
 
2020 Policy Address  
During the consultation period of the Policy Address, the Institute has submitted our 
“wish list” to the Government, which composed of the recent stances and views of the 
Institute over issues related to the profession and the society.   
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A day after the Chief Executive announced the Policy Address, we have conducted a 
public webinar for HKIA Members, the Media, and the public on 26 November 2020 to 
reflect the initial responses of the Institute.  Other activities for engaging Members to 
share views regarding the Policy Address, such as webinar, are also in the pipeline.  
We hope to collect Members’ wisdom so as to contribute the profession’s expertise 
input into shaping important public policies.  
 
Harbourfront Enhancement Projects 
I and 10 representatives of HKIA, including President-elect Donald Choi, had a meeting 
on 9 October 2020 with heads of DEVB, Harbour Office and Harbourfront Commission 
to follow up the Institute’s submission in August on Harbourfront Enhancement Projects.  
We shared our aspirations on the visions, planning, design, maintenance and running 
of the Harbourfront, which should be a vibrant public space full of activities for the 
public to enjoy life.  
 
Modular Integrated Construction (MiC) 
I, President-elect Donald Choi, and 3 members of Board of Local Affairs met the heads 
of Project Strategy and Governance Office (PSGO) of DEVB on 16 November 2020 to 
follow up our submission in June.  In response to DEVB’s stipulation on adopting MiC 
for new buildings for most of the Capital Works effective from March this year, we raised 
our concerns on the considerable problems for adopting MiC, and discussed on our 
suggestions.  The Institute would certainly continue the follow-up for addressing the 
issues. 
 
 
Promoting Architectural Excellence 
 
HKIA Annual Awards and Gold Medal  
A grand ceremony on results announcement, coupled with press conference, was held 
on 23 November 2020.  A total of 10 projects showcasing architectural excellence 
were recognised with the HKIA Annual Awards.  Defying the epidemic threat this year, 
we had a high number of 71 nominations.  My applause to all the participating 
architects and architectural firms for their efforts and passion. 
 
The exhibition on the awarded and finalist projects, as well as designs of the recipients 
of Young Architect Award 2019 and Student Medal 2020, has been staged from 23 to 
29 November 2020 at The Mills.  I hoped that you would have visited the exhibition to 
see for yourselves the talented ideas and projects.  For those who have missed the 
opportunity to view the winning entries in person, you may view them online (virtual 
exhibition to be launched later).  
 
While the HKIA Annual Awards celebrates its 55-year history, we have launched this 
year the most prestigious honour for recognising outstanding architects – the HKIA 
Gold Medal.  I have no doubt that Members would agree that our inaugural awardee 
Mr James Hajime KINOSHITA is well-deserved for such acclaim, and he will continue 
to be our profession’s ambassador in promoting architectural excellence to the public. 
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The 17th Venice Biennale International Architecture Exhibition – Hong Kong 
Collateral Events (VB 2021) 
The Venice exhibition has been deferred to May to November 2021 due to the global 
epidemic.  Yet, the efforts here in Hong Kong has not been deterred.  We are to 
organise a total of 19 webinars throughout 12 months starting from August this year.  
The virtual exhibition (http://2021.vbexhibitions.hk/virtual-exhibition/) showcasing 20 
exhibits by 54 participants was launched in November.  A dozen of physical models 
are also displayed at L’hotel Nina and Nina Mall, and another physical exhibition at 
City Gallery has already been scheduled for next January to February. 
 
Co-Vitalize Our Heritage – Public Engagement Project on Built Heritage 
Conservation under Built Heritage Conservation Fund (BHCF) 
The many innovative and interesting activities of the project that had engaged 
numerous members of the public from all walks of life had been concluded last year.  
Yet, the booklet that archives the project spirit and activities was just published in 
October 2020.  It is far more than just a nostalgic memoir; rather, the succinct 
descriptions and graphics for the many heritage projects bear high public education 
value.  For budgetary and environmental concerns, there are only limited number of 
hard copies. But anyone interested can visit our project website (http://hkia-
covitalize.hk/en/archives) to study the e-version.  
 
HKIA Architecture Exhibition in Los Angeles – Response Exhibition 
The response exhibition, having postponed due to the epidemic, was eventually held 
at Nina Mall, Tsuen Wan for about two weeks from 30 October 2020.  A total of 12 
inspirational exhibits were showcased, with four VIP guided tours being staged during 
the exhibition period. 
 

 

Connection with Mainland and Overseas 

 
Practising in Qianhai  
Key Council and BMA members have attended the Government’s briefing in October 
on the latest measures for professionals and corporations (including the architectural 
sector) to practise and participate in the development of Qianhai.  BMA has further 
disseminated such updated information to help Members grab hold of the opportunities.   
 
Architects Regional Council of Asia (ARCASIA), Union of International 
Architects (UIA), Commonwealth Association of Architects (CAA)  
HKIA representatives have been joining online meetings, and acting as speakers and 
panellists in webinars in the international platform during the epidemic outbreak.  Over 
the last quarter, the Institute has also made nominations to our international partnering 
organisations’ competition which had to be go online.  So far, we have nominated 6 
projects of Hong Kong’s young talents to ARCASIA for its Students’ Architectural 
Design Competition and Thesis of the Year 2020.  
 
 

  

http://2021.vbexhibitions.hk/virtual-exhibition/?fbclid=IwAR14Duh6IsoVf-tFHZwz7OaYwv6mN5vhl__-PT_G7AIdBdUI4ZCIFCbVMcY
http://hkia-covitalize.hk/en/archives
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Sincere Thanks 
 
This may well be my last AGM speech, but certainly not my swansong with the Institute.  
After handing over the presidency by 31 December, regardless of in the capacity of 
Immediate Past President (IPP) then, or a general member of the HKIA, I would still 
offer my full support to the Institute though.    
 
Elected as the President for the 2019-2020 term, I and my Council Members made 
great efforts via various approaches to promote architectural excellence, while 
embracing new thinking to tackle the many dynamic challenges during the period.  
 
Challenges never end.  Like changes, challenges bound to evolve and emerge, 
especially for a fast-changing urban city of Hong Kong.  I have high hope for the next 
term of Council to strive for achieving their mission. 
 
I must thank all my Council peers, who have put in time, efforts, talents to make the 
works of the past two years most meaningful and fruitful.  I sincerely thank all our 
Members, who have given valuable diverse views and staunch support to the Institute.  
My gratitude also goes to our partners in various organisations and departments, who 
have joined hand with the Institute for making Hong Kong a better home to live in. 
Lastly, my heartfelt thanks to members of the Secretariat, who have helped in putting 
our words into deeds.    
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Felix Li, FHKIA, Registered Architect 
President   
10 December 2020  


